Any finite group can be encoded as the automorphism group of an unlabeled simple graph. Recently Hartke, Kolb, Nishikawa, and Stolee (2010) demonstrated a construction that allows any ordered pair of finite groups to be represented as the automorphism group of a graph and a vertex-deleted subgraph. In this note, we describe a generalized scenario as a game between a player and an adversary: An adversary provides a list of finite groups and a number of rounds. The player constructs a graph with automorphism group isomorphic to the first group. In the following rounds, the adversary selects a group and the player deletes a vertex such that the automorphism group of the corresponding vertex-deleted subgraph is isomorphic to the selected group. We provide a construction that allows the player to appropriately respond to any sequence of challenges from the adversary.
In fact, both of these types of deletions can be combined in an even more general situation, posed as the vertex deletion game between a player and an adversary:
The Vertex Deletion Game
Round 0:
Adversary: Selects finite groups Γ 0 , Γ 1 , . . . , Γ k , and a number ℓ ≥ 1.
Player: Constructs a graph G 0 with Aut(G 0 ) ∼ = Γ 0 .
Round j:
(1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ)
Adversary: Selects a group Γ i j ∈ {Γ 1 , . . . , Γ k }.
Player: Selects a vertex v j ∈ V(G j−1 ), defines G j = G j−1 − v j , and asserts Aut(
Note that this game generalizes both single deletions (play the game with ℓ = 1) and iterated deletions (play the game with ℓ = k, and the adversary selects Γ i j = Γ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}). By carefully constructing G 0 , the player can survive ℓ rounds against the adversary. Instead of using the vertex deletion game, there is an equivalent statement of the previous theorem using a sequence of alternating quantifiers. 
where the domain of j is {1, . . . , ℓ}, the domain of each i j is {1, . . . , k}, and the domain of each v j is
A group is trivial if it consists only of the identity element. For a graph G and vertex v ∈ V(G),
Our starting point is the following lemma from [4] . We now describe a gadget which will be used to build the full construction for Theorem 3. 
Lemma 6. Let Γ be a finite group. There exists a graph H and two vertices x, y ∈ V(H) so that
be a copy of this path and identify u
and v j .
Finally, add a vertex x which is adjacent to v j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and adjacent to u
if and only if the ith bit of the binary expansion of j is equal to 1. Call the resulting graph H.
The vertex x is the only vertex of degree at least 2n, so it is stabilized under automorphisms of 
We are now sufficiently prepared to prove the main theorem. The gadget from Lemma 6 has two purposes:
1. "Reveal" symmetry: When x is deleted, the automorphism group Γ is revealed.
2. "Remove" symmetry: When y is stabilized within H − x, all non-trivial automorphisms of H − x are removed.
Our construction for the graph G 0 carefully places many copies of this gadget in such a way that the player has access to a "revealing" vertex (x) that simultaneously stabilizes the "removing" vertex (y) in the previous gadget. Therefore, we have a sequence of deletions which remove all previous symmetry and reveal only the requested symmetry.
Proof of Theorem 3.
Note that the case k = ℓ = 1 holds by Theorem 2. We assume that the groups Γ 1 , . . . , Γ k are distinct with respect to isomorphism. By Lemma 6, for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} there is a graph H i with vertices 
. Now, add a path a 0 , . . . , a ℓ to F ℓ , and add edges such that a j is adjacent to all vertices in V(F j ) \ V(F j−1 ) (the vertex a 0 is adjacent to V(F 0 )). Call the resulting graph G 0 .
Observe that each vertex a j is distinguished by its degree (the sizes of the sets V(F j ) increase geometrically as j increases). Therefore, every set U j is identified in G 0 , and therefore set-wise stabilized. In particular, U 0 is set-wise stabilized, so any automorphisms of G 0 must preserve U 0 and similarly H 0 − x 0 .
Proof of Claim 7:
Since the vertices a 0 , . . . , a ℓ are not included in V(F j ), they remain stabilized in G 0 − X. Therefore, the sets V(F j ′ +1 ) \ V(F j ′ ) are set-wise stabilized in Aut(G 0 − X) for all j ′ ∈ {j, . . . , ℓ − 1}. We show the natural map from Aut(F j ′ +1 − X) to Aut(F j ′ − X) is a bijection for all j ′ ∈ {j, . . . , ℓ − 1}, implying the natural map between Aut(F ℓ − X) and Aut(F j − X) is a bijection.
has no non-trivial automorphisms. Therefore, for every automorphism σ of F j ′ − X, there is exactly one isomorphism of F j ′ +1 − X that extends σ and maps V(H
). Hence, the action of an automorphism on each vertex u ∈ V(F j ′ +1 − X) \ V(F j ′ ) is determined exactly by the action of the automorphism on the vertices within V(F j ′ − X). Hence, the restriction map from Aut(F j ′ +1 − X) to Aut(F j ′ − X) is a bijection, proving the claim.
When X = ∅, the automorphism group of the subgraph F 0 determines the automorphism group of G 0 − X.
We now play the vertex deletion game as the player, and we shall always select the vertex v j in Round j from V(F j ) \ V(F j−1 ), for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. 
is not isomorphic to the similarly restricted neighborhood of any other vertex in U j ′ \ {u j ′ } (which is isomorphic to H i j ′ ). In particular, this stabilizes u j ′ within H
, so no nontrivial automorphisms exists in F j−1 − X j . However, the subgraph H (j,u j−1 ) i j has automorphism group isomorphic to Γ i j , and each of these automorphisms extend to a unique automorphism of G 0 − X j . Therefore, Aut(G j ) = Aut(G 0 − X j ) ∼ = Γ i j .
The construction given in the above proof requires a large number of vertices and vertices of high degree. While the gadget given by Lemma 6 can be built using O(|Γ| log 2 |Γ| log log |Γ|) vertices 1 , Babai [1] proved that for every finite group Γ there is a graph G with Aut(G) ∼ = Γ and |V(G)| ≤ 3|Γ|. Can graphs with O(|Γ|) vertices be used to satisfy Lemma 6? Also, the constructions used here contain vertices of high degree. Does there exist a constant D so that Theorem 3 is satisfied with the maximum degree of G 0 at most D?
